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HOMOMORPHISMS OF NETS OF FIXED DEGREE, 
WITH SINGULAR POINTS ON THE SAME LINE 
VACLAV HAVEL, Brno 
(Received January 22, 1974) 
Our aim is to collect our first results on projective homomorphisms of nets with 
fixed prescribed degree and with singular points on the same fine. In § 1 we present 
some "synthetic" properties of images and pre-images under projective net homo­
morphisms whereas in § 2 we attempt to develop an algebraic method of their de­
scription. 
Our results generahze a brief sketch about affine homomorphisms of finite nets 
of fixed degree from R. H. Bruck's paper [1], p. 102. Projective homomorphisms of 
arbitrary nets of degree 4 (for all three kinds of such nets: with ail singular points 
on the same line, with just three singular points on the same Hne and with no three 
singular points on the same fine) are studied by algebraic methods in our work [2]. 
1. GEOMETRIC PART 
A net is defined as a triple (^, if, (F^)iejr) where ^ is a set, ^ is a set of at least 
two-element subsets of ^ , e/ is a non-void set and i i—> V, is an injective mapping 
of c/ into ^ such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) v:= {V,\ieJf}e^, 
( i i ) V P G ^ \ i ^ Усе J 3 ! / e i f P, K, с /, 
(iii) V / e = ^ \ { î ; } 3\ L e J V,el, 
(iv) V/i, /̂  e i f \ H ; Ji Ф I2 #(/1 n I2) = 1. 
The elements of ^ are called points, the elements of c^ are called lines^), the points 
of Г' are said to be singular or improper, the points of i ^ \ i ; are said to be non-
singular or proper, the Hne v is said to be improper, the fines of i f \ {v} are said 
^) M A, В e с holds for distinct A, В e ^ and for с e .^ so we shall write AB:= с and call с 
the join line of A, B. lî С E a,b holds for distinct a,b E ^ and for С E ^ then we shall write 
С — : Й n ^ and call С the intersection point of a, b. 
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to be proper, the proper Hues through the point V^ are said to be t-lines (for every 
t e ^/), the index set ,/ (or its cardinality) is called degree of the given net. Every 
net is easily seen to be a regular incidence structure (for the definition of an incidence 
structure cf. [3], p. 6). 
In the sequel we shall restrict our study to nets of fixed degree J^ with # . / ^ 3. 
If we speak of a net J^ (or yV with a label, e.g. J^') then we put automatically 
Ж = : (^ , ^, {K\^^,), v:= {V,\ LE J} {or with the label used, e.g. Ж' = : (^ ' , if'. 
If J^ is a net, then # (/ \ r) is the same for all proper lines / G ̂  and is called order 
of Ж . Nets with orders 0, 1 are said to be trivial, other nets are non-trivial. It is 
well-known that ^J'^ order of J^ + 1 if ,УГ is non-trivial. 
Let СУГ, Ж ' be nets. By a homomorphism of УГ into УГ' we shall mean a mapping 
я : ^ -^ ^ ' for which 
(i) F;^ = V[ V̂  G J^, and 
(ii) V/ G ^ 31 G ^ ' Г Ç / ^). 
If in addition К^""^ = {K'J 'i.eJ' then the homomorphism я is called affine. 
If on the other hand 0^"^ = 0\ we speak of epimorphism; in тг is bijective and if 
also n~^ is epimorphism, then we speak of isomorphism. 
If Ж = J^ then 71 is said to be an endomorphism of J^; endomorphism which 
is simultaneously epimorphism is called meromorphism; endomorphism which is 
simultaneously an isomorphism is called automorphism. 
If the given nets satisfy 0^ <=, 0^' then a homomorphism noi Jf into Jf' satisfying 
P"^ = P "iP e 0 (which is thus the mapping id^) is called embedding and we say also 
that JV is embedded into JV' or that J^ is a sub-net of J^'. 
Proposition 1. Let n be a homomorphism of a net JV^ into a net J^\ Then 
( ^ ^ {Г I / G ^ } , (V'XJ,) is a sub-net of JT'. 
Proof. If # ( ^ ^ \ Ï ; ' ) = 0 or 1 then the result is obvious. So let # ( ^ ^ \ i ; ' ) ^ 2, 
We need to verify conditions (i) —(iv): 
(i) Trivial. 
(ii) Let P"" Ф v' for some P E0. Further let i e J. Then there exists a fine / G if ' 
such that P"", V[ e I (and it is determined uniquely). This implies that there is just 
one le{r\leSe} such that P^, V[ e I 
(iii) Let F 4= v' ^) be given where I e ^ \{v} with V^ e I for some (uniquely 
determined) ae У. Thus F^ G Г. Suppose there exists an index ß e J' \ {a} so that 
also Vß G F. Then Vß = Q"" for some g G / \ {F^} and we have Г ^ v\ By hypothesis 
/̂  Ф v' it must be even Г с Î;'. Thus there is an index y e У \[(x, ß} such that 
'̂ ) If a : У4 -> ^ ' is a mapping then for every 5 ç /4 we define 5°̂  := {b^ \ b G B], 
)̂ It is clear that v' ^ v'^ E{1''\l e Se). 
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Ку ф г. Now we join every point P e^w with Vy by a Hne Î which intersects / at 
the point P. As P"" ev' \ [V'y] it follows Ь ^ f' and consequently ^"^ = t;', a contra­
diction. We have proved that V'^ is the only singular point on Г, (Fig. 1.) 
(iv) Let l\, /2 be distinct sets not equal to v' for some Ẑ , I2E £^ \ [v]. Then /̂  Ф /2. 
For F := /1 П /2 we have P"" e II n l^. Suppose there is another point Q' e /̂  n l^. 
Then /J, /2 are contained in the same hne /' e J^'. 
If /' 4= î̂ ' then /Î, /2 contain two different singular points P"" Q' which contradicts 
(in). 
P' Q' \R''R', i' 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
^ß 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 
If /' Ф v' then there is a point R' on one of /Î, /2 which does not belong to the other; 
say R' e ll\ l^. Now take points JR G R"" '^ n Z ,̂ F^ e t; \ (/̂  u /2) and observe the 
point ^2 : = RVy n /2. Then Я2 = ^' contrary to the assumption about R'. (Fig. 2.) • 
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Proposition 2. Let JV, JV' be non-trivial nets and n an epimorphism of Jf 
onto Jf', Then / G i f => r e <^'. 
Proof. Let / e if. If / = г so it is at once Г = v'. Therefore we may assume 
/ Ф V. Then there is an a e J^ with V^ e I and a Hne / 6 if' with Г Ç /. Let / = v\ 
Then assume there exists SL ß e У \ {a} such that Vp ф Г and take a point P e ^ 
with P" Ф v. Then {PVp П If ev\ {Vp} and consequently {PVpf Ç i;', a contradic-
tion to P^ Ф v\ (Fig. 3.) 
Let / Ф i;'. Then F̂  e /. Suppose there is a point Q' е1\Г. Thus ß ' " " ' n / = 0. 
Choose an arbitrary point Qe Q""'. If r e if, Q e ^ then Г"" Ç / because of g"" = 
= Q' el, (^t Г] ly el\ {Q'}. This is vahd especially for the line ô = QVp for some 
ß E J \{a}. Now investigate all m e ^ \ [v] with V^ e m. Then for M : = f n m 
it follows M"" Ф F̂ *. Indeed, if the contrary case M"" = F^ occurs then /Q ^ î ' 
because of M"" = V^ Ф F^ = Vp, in contradiction to g"" e i;'. Thus m'̂  Ç / and 
consequently ^"^ Ç / which contradicts the definition of a net. So I = V. (Fig. 4.) • 
Proposition 3. Let n be a bijective epimorphism of a net Jf onto a net > ' ' . Then n 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. If the nets Ж, Jf' are both trivial then the conclusion is clear. So let 
Jf, Jf' be non-trivial. It is easily seen that v'^ = v. Investigate any fine V e ^ \{v}. 
Does it exist a line I e ^ such that l""'^ ^ /? 
Let F^ e /' for some a G У. Then V'^~^ = F„. Further choose a point Q' G /' \ {К^} 
and denote ß := ß " " ' , / : = ßF^. We know that Г = /' and since n is bijective 
it must be also I = Г^ . The proof is complete. (Fig. 5.) • 
Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 
Proposition 4. Let Jf, Ж' be non-trivial nets and n an epimorphism of Ж onto Ж\ 
Define ^^ := {Z G ^ | X" G i;'} u {F, \сеУ}, ^^ := {ln^^\lE^, # ( / n ^ J ^ 
^ 2}, J^„ := (^^, if^, (F,),gj^). T/ien УГ^ /5 a sub-net of J/' and тс]̂ ^ /5 an affine 
epimorphism of J/^^ onto J/^'. 
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Proof. We shall verify the fulfillment of conditions (i) —(iv) from the definition 
of a net for Ж^^: 
(i) is trivial; 
(ii) follows immediately from the definition of ^ „ and Ж^; 
(iii) is also an immediate corollary of definition of ^ ^ and J^^. 
The only non-obvious condition is (iv): Let us have distinct /^^\ /̂ ^̂  e if„ \ {f} 
where l[^^ = f^^ n ^^, l[^^ = /̂ ^̂  n ^^ are at least two-element sets for distinct 
P\ P^ e^\{v} and V^ e 1['\ Vß e l[^^ for oc,ßeJf. lï ос = ß then J['^ n 1[^^ = 
'а 
- Ф 
Fig. 7. Fig. 8. 
= { F j . (Fig. 6.) If а + jÖ then assume 4'^ n l[^^ = 0. We know that then/^^> n P^ = 
= {P} for a point P e t;'^"'. But either P^ Ф F^ or P^ Ф K ;̂ let e.g. P^ Ф F^. Then 
consequently /̂ ^̂ " = v and #(/^^^ n ^^) = 1, a contradiction. Thus #(/^^^ n /̂ ^̂ ) ^ 
^ 1. Since #(;1^> n /̂ >̂) ^ #(/(^> n /(2>) ^ 1, we have #(/!'> n 4'>) = I as 
expected. (Fig. 7.) 
The conclusion about the sub-net ^ ^ and about the affine epimorphism H L ^ 
of Ж^ onto JV' is obvious. • 
Corollary. / / СУГ, JV' from Proposition 4 are simultaneously projective planes 
then n is necessarily an isomorphism. 
Proof. Assume that PI = PI for distinct Р^Рг^ ^- If PI = PI is an improper 
point FJ, a G y , so it can be assumed without loss of generality that P^ = F^ and P2 
is a proper point. Then (P2K)'' = v' for all le J \{а\ and consequently ^ " = v\ 
which is a contradiction. (Fig. 8.) If P^ = P2 ^ v' then take any distinct a, ß e У. 
Then {P,V,y = PIV;, {P^VßY = PlV'ß implies (P^F^n P2F^)" = P\, Thus ß^ = P\ 
for all ß G ^ \ (i; u P1P2). Replacing P2 by a proper point from P1P2 we get Q\ = P^ 
for all ß G ^ \ i;. (Fig. 9.) But this contradicts the hypothesis that JV' is non-trivial. • 
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Proposition 5. Let УГ, УГ' be non-trivial nets and n an affine epimorphism of Jf 
onto J^\ For every point X' E^'\v define ^x' •= X""'' u v,^x' := {I n^x'\l^ 
G^, Ф{1п^х')^2}, У^х'-={^х',^х'Л^^еЛ Then {^x'lre^'w'} is 
a set of sub-nets of JV having the same order. 
К 
Fig. 9. Fig. 10. 
Proof. Let X'G , ^ 4 Î;'. Then # ( . f) ^ 1 and we verify that the conditions 
(i) —(iv) are satisfied from the definition of a net for Jfx''-
(i) is obvious. 
(ii) If X e ^д:. \ i; then for every le^ ^NQ have {XV)"" = X' V[ and thus XV, n ^x' 
is the desired (and unique, as it can be easily shown) element of ^x' through V, 
which contains X. 
(iii) Let /^ e ^x' ^i^}- Then /"̂  = / n ^x' ^^^ ^ unique / e J^ and consequently 
the improper point of / is the unique improper point on P. 
(iv) Let /^, 12 be distinct elements of ^x' ^ {̂ } with their improper points V^, Vß 
for suitable a, ß e J^. Denote by Ẑ , /2 the lines from ^ such that Ẑ" Ç Ẑ , /J Ç /2. 
Then / j , /2 go through X'. If oc = ß then obviously V^ is the unique common point 
of J^, l^. If a Ф j5 then V^ e /J, Vß e l^ Since (/̂  n /2)" = /J n /2 = X' it follows 
also 1"^ n I2 = {liD 12}. The first part of the assertion is proved. 
Now about the order of various J^x'' Choose two (auxiliary) indices ^,f]E^; 
i ^ rj. If X', У are proper points of JV' lying on the same rj-linQ of J^' we see that 
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any rj'line of Ж intersects either both sets X"""', Y""'' or no one of them. Thus 
we establish a bijection rjx'^y of the set {Г e S£x' ̂  \p\ \ Уц ^ ^^^ onto {/'̂  e S£Y' \ Щ \ 
I y^ e /""} by the requirement that Г, pnx'y ^^^ contained in the same /y-line of Ж 
for every Г e S£x' \ W^ passing through V^. (Fig. 10.) 
Similarly we estabhsh a bijection ^X\Y' of {\^ e ^x'^{^\ \ ^^^^^^ onto \l^ e 
eify'\{i;} I F^e Z''} for any two proper points X', Y' of Jf' lying on the same 
(̂ -line of Jf'. Using these bijections we verify easily that all Jfx' have the same 
order. • 
Proposition 6. Let .Ж' he a non-trivial net and for all X' e ̂ ' \ v' let JVX' = 
= {^x'y ̂ x'^ {y^Le^) be a net of the same order V ̂  1 such that(0^x'^{K \ ̂  ^-^}) ^ 
n {^Y' ̂ {K\f'^ -^}) = 0 for all distinct X\ У G ^ ' \ v\ Then there is a net JV 
and an affine epimorphism of Ж onto J/'' with X'^ = 0^x' fo^ ^^' X' e ^' \ v\ 
Proof. For every X' G ^' \ v\ L G J, choose a bijection Xx',i of a set S with car­
dinality V onto the set of just all ^ines of JVX'- NOW define 
^\= и ^x'. ^ : = ( и s^''''^\V[ere^'\{v'],ie^, 
X'e^'\v' X'el'\v' 
We shall verify the condition (i) —(iv) from the definition of a net: (i) is obvious 
and (ii) —(iii) follow from the definition of ̂  and ̂ . To verify (iv) assume that l^, I2 
are distinct elements^of ^ \ {{V^ \ t e J^}} with V^e l^, VßE 12 for uniquely determined 
a, ß E y. If (X = ß then /̂  n /2 = {V^} immediately by the definition of ^ and J^. 
If a Ф j^ then write Ẑ , /2 in the explicit form /̂  = (J sj" '̂-*, /2 = (J 52""''̂  for 
X'eli'\v' X'el2'\v' 
some 5i, 52 G S; l[, /2 G if' \ {v'}. Here l[, I2 are distinct and have a one-point inter­
section in Ж' so that also #(/1 n /2) = 1. Thus J^ is a net. From the definition of 
nets JV'X' it follows at once that JVX' is a sub-net of J^ for all X' E ̂ ' \ v. 
Now define the mapping 71 : ̂  ^ ^ ' by X^ = X' for all Z G ^̂ ^̂  \ {F, | i G J] 
and by V^ = V[ for all i E J. Then тг is an affine epimorphism of JV onto JV' which 
follows also immediately from the definition of ̂  and ̂ . m 
Remark 1. A special case of Proposition 6 occurs if J/^x' ^re mutually iso­
morphic." )̂ Then we can introduce bijections XX'^L as follows: Take a point O' E 
E ^' \v' and an isomorphism Пх' of J^Q' onto JV^X' for all X' E ̂ ' \ v . Let 5 be a set 
with cardinality v and let bijections Я ,̂« be chosen arbitrarily for all LE J. Then 
define Xx'^i for all X' E ̂ ' \v\ LE J' in such a way that to every s ES the correspon­
ding line is (s^^'«')^^'. 
Remark 2. We can ask whether an affine epimorphism of a non trivial net onto 
another is uniquely determined by the full pre-image of one proper point. It would 
)̂ This special case was studied independently by J. BÔRIK (Brno). 
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be also interesting to know what are the full pre-images of improper points under 
an epimorphism of a non trivial net onto an other. We postpone these problems to 
the algebraic part of our investigations. 
2. ALGEBRAIC PART 
Let 3 be a fixed non void set with one prominent index 0 (shortly: an index set.). 
Then an 3-loop is a quadruple (S, 0, {(^1)1^^, ( + 0^ез) where 5 is a set, 0 a distinguished 
element of S and for all ^ e 3 , cr̂  is a permutation of S with 0*" = 0 and + ^ is a loop 
operation over S with the neutral element 0 such that 
(i) 0-0 = ids, 
(ii) Va, jß e 3 ; a Ф jg "ib, с e S 3\ a G S a^«+^ Ь = a''̂  +^ с. 
If £ is an 3-loop then we shall write £ = : (5, 0, (Ö',),^^, C + O ês) ^^^ ^̂  ̂  ^^^ ^ ^^^^1 
then the same label will be used for the symbols in the brackets on the right hand side. 
It can be readily shown that any 3-loop £ satisfies # 3 + 1 ^ # 5 whenever 
# 5 > 1. 
We shall not introduce here the concept of sub-3-loop of a given 3-loop. To give 
at least partial answer to the questions posed in Remark 2 we shall manage with the 
usual concept of sub-loop and normal subloop (cf. [1], pp. 60 — 61). 
Now let £, £ ' be 3-loops. Under a place from £ onto £ ' we shall mean a mapping 0 
of a set Dom 0 ^ S onto 5 with the following properties (where "la :oa e Dom 0 
and la :oa e S\Dom 0): 
(i) U,1b=>a^^ +,be{{aУ^' +:ьу-\ 
(ii) îa , [b V ia , fb => [{a''^ +,b) V̂  G 3 , 
(iii) [a, ia*"" +« Ь = a*"̂  +^ с for some a, j9 e 3 ; a ф j5 => [b v [c. 
If, in addition, Dom 0 = S then 0 is said to be an epimorphism of £ onto £'. 
If 6) is a bijective epimorphism then it is called isomorphism. 
Proposition 7. Let 0 be a place from an ^-loop £ onto an ^-loop £ ' . Then 
(iv) OeO'^" ' , 
(v) ]x о IJC*"' V^ e 3 , 
(vi) î ( a ^ ^ + , b ) = ^ î a , î b V la, ib. 
Proof. If S' = {0} then (iv) is clear. Thus suppose there exists an element e e 
e S' \ {0'}. Then there is also an element e e e'^~\ If | 0 , then, by (ii), t̂ > iO implies 
iO + 0 e = e, a contradiction. Thus jO and, by (i), 0 +© 0 e (0® + 0 0^)^"' = 0'^~\ 
Suppose tx. Then, by (i) we have for every ^ G 3 x̂ ^ = x'̂ ' + , 0 G {{ХУ' +[ ОУ = 
= ({x^'f'' so that W'. Suppose Ix. Then, by (ii), Ix, Î0 implies [х""' + , 0 = x^' 
for all i G 3 . Condition (vi) is only a reformulation of (ii). • 
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Proposition 8. Let 0 be a place from an 3-loop 2 onto an the loop £ ' . 
Then Li := (Dom 0, +0|(Dom0)2) is a sub-loop of the loop L := (S, + e ) and L^ : = 
:= (0' , +0|(O'o~^)2) is a normal sub-loop of L^. 
Proof. If a, Ь G Dom 0 then a + 0 Ь G Dom 0 and if a, Ь G О'®"' then а + 0 Ь е 
G 0 ' ^ ' ' (by condition (i) from the definition of a place). If a, Ь G S; a, a + 0 fc G 
G Dom 0 then also b e Dom 0 by condition (ii) from the definition of a place. 
Similarly a, b e S; b, a + 0 fo G Dom 0 => a e Dom 0 . Thus L̂  is a loop. Analo­
gously for L2. Now L2 is normal in L̂  because the set of all elements of L2 is the 
full pre-image of the neutral element 0' of the loop U = (S\ +0) under the epi­
morphism 0 of L^ onto L. By [ lb ] , p. 61, the decomposition of Dom 0 onto full 
pre-images of elements of S' under the epimorphism 0 of L̂  onto L is either 
{0'^"' + 0 X I X G Dom 0} or {x + 0 0'^"' | x e Dom 0}, 
In what follows either 3 or У is fixed depending on the fact whether we start with 
an 3-loop or a net. Let 2 be an 3-loop. Set ^ := 5^ u 3 u {<̂ , rj} (with disjoint 
summands), ^ : = {{(x, y)\ x = a} KJ {^} \ae S} и {{(x, 3̂ ) | }̂  = b} u {f/} | b G S} u 
u {{(x, y)\y = x''^ +,с}и{с}\сеЗ, ^ G 3} u {3 u ( ^ ^}}, У := 3 u {(̂ , f/}, 
•^s,^,;/ •= (^> ^ » -^)- Then *À^2,i,r} is a net (called the net ot;er £). The proof is 
only a routine verification of axioms of a net for ^У^^^^ц-
Let J^ Ы Si net of order ^ 1 , О its distinguished proper point; (^, rj, Q a triple of 
pairwise distinct indices from J^. Let S := OV^\{V^}. Define a bijection П oï^\v 
onto S^ which carries every proper point P onto a couple ( (PF^n OF^) F^n OV^, 
P F ^ n O F , ) . (Fig. 11.) y^ 
Fig. IL Fig. 12. 
We shall introduce now an index set 3 := ^\{^,r]] with a prominent index 
0 : = C- For all ^ G 3 define a permutation cr̂  of the set S in such a way that 
{{x,yY \y = •>c*'} '-'{I^J = OV^ and a binary operation -b^ over S so that 
{(^,>'> 
Я - 1 x''^ +^ c} u { F J = cF^. (Fig. 12.) Then it can be readily verified 
that fijr,o,?,/7,c •= {^^ ^ ' (^ЛеЗ ' (+0^6^) î  ^^ 3-loop. Its name will be the со-
ordinatizing Zs-loop of J^. 
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Proposition 9. a) Let £ be an ^4oop. ^ \= Ло,„ a net over £ and £ ' : 
:= £ vr.(o,o),̂ ,n,© a coordinatizing loop of ^ ji^^^ £ ^ „ j £ ' ^^^ isomorphic. 
b) L^r jr be a net of order at least 1, £ := Qj,^oA,nX ^«^ ^Z ^^^ coordinatizing 
Z-loops and jr' := ^ s , ^ , ^ a net over £. Then Ж anJ V ' are isomorphic. 
The p r o o f is omitted. 
Proposition 10. Let Jf, Jf' be non-trivial nets and n an epimorphism of Л 
onto Л'. Choose a coordinatizing Zs-loop £ := £^^0^^,,^ and, respectively, £ ' : = 










Fig. 13. Fig. 14. 
Proof. Define a mapping n of the set Dom 71 := 5 \ F|~^ onto S' ^) by x 1—> x"" 
for every x e Dom Ä. We assert that тт is a place from £ onto £ ' so that we have to 
verify axioms (i) —(ii) from the definition of the place for n instead of Q. 
First we shall consider condition (i): Let a,b e Dom n and i G 3 . Then 
)̂ Recall that 5 : - 0 K ^ \ { F J , 5 ' : = O'^KjxlKj}. 
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((aF, n OV^) V^y = (aV; n O'Vl) F ,̂ {bV, П (aF, n OF^ F̂ )̂  = bV; n (aV; П 
П 0У1) F ,̂ ((ЬК П (aF, n OV,) F̂ ) Fj^ = (bV; n {a^ П O'F^ F )̂ F ; (OF,)^ = 
= O'F^ and finally {{bV, n (aF, n OF̂ ) F̂ ) F, n OV^y = (bV; n (a^F^ П 
n O'V'^) F )̂ F ; n O'V^. (Fig. 13.) It follows that a''^ +,be Dom тг and {a''^ +, bf = 
= {аУ^ + ; Ь^ Thus (i) is verified. 
Now investigate condition (ii). Suppose that a e Dom n, b"^ 
Fig. 14.) 
К ^ E 3 . (See 
/ t # ^ |V/:.a^=faSif K'̂ W 
Fig. 15. 
Here (aF ,n OF̂ )̂  = a^V'^n O'V'^ while (bF,)^ = F^F; = v so that a similar 
argument as above implies {cf' + ^ЪУ = F^. Analogously for a e S\ Dom Û, 
b e Dom тс. (Fig. 15). Thus (ii) is verified, too. 
Finally, let a G Dom TI, a*"^+^ Ь = â ^ +^ С G F^"""' for a, j3 G 3, a ^ ß. We 
need to prove that then tb, îc is not possible. Suppose on the contrary that |Ь, îc. 
Then the point [bV^ П сУрУ must be proper, but this contradicts the fact that 
((a^« + , b) FJ^ = v\ (Fig. 16.) 
^ S'.^,^ .Its 
Proposition 11. Let fi, £' be 3-loops and 0 a place from £ опГо £'. T/ien /̂lere 
/s on epimorphism G of the net Jf \— <^si,i,r\ )̂ ^^^^ ^he net Jf' 
''proper'' part S\^Qyt,Q>^2 is determined uniquely by 0. 
Proof. Define a mapping 6> : ̂  -> ^ ' as follows^): 
(1) For ÎO, îb let (a, bf = (a^, fo^). 
(2) For U, ib let (a, b)^ - ^. 
(3) For ia, îb let (a, b)^ = ?/. 
^) Hence the improper points of this net may be denoted in two ways: either directly by 
indices L or symbols V^. Similarly for the image net. 
'^) We shall use the abbreviation ^x :o x e Dom 0, [x :o x e S\ Dom 0 as in the definition 
of the place. 
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(4) For la, îb , b = a''^ +,c, ]c (where i e 3) let (a, ьу = i. 
(5) For la, [b, b = a'̂ n + , , Cj = a''^2 + .̂  C2, ic^, |с2 with distinct i^, 2̂ f̂ <̂ "̂  ^ 
let (a, b)® be an arbitrary improper point.^) 
(6) i^ = tfor ail ^ e 3 u { ^ , ^/}. 
These requirements are consistent (cf. condition (iv) from the definition of the place) 
and 0 is easily seen to be a mapping of ^ o n t o 0^\ Now verify that V/ e i^ 3l e ^' 
/^ ^ /. 
Let / G {(x, b)\xeS}u {f]} with î^ . Then for U we have^) (x, bf - (x^, b^), 
for Ix we have (x, b)^ = t] and finally ^^ = ^. Thus /^ ^ {{x\ b^) \ x' e 5'} u {rj}. 
Let / - {(x, fe) I X 6 S} u {f]} with [b. Then for fx it follows (x, bf = ^, for [x 
it follows (x, bf E V and finally rj^ = t]. Thus /^ ç y'. 
Let / = {(a, y) I y G S} u {Q with îa . Then for ty^we have {a, yf = {a^, y^), 
for ly it is (a, yf = ^ and finally ^^ = f• Thus /^ ç {{a^, /) \ / e S'} u {^}. 
Let / = {{a,y) I a G S} u {̂ }̂ with [a. The^ for jy it follows (a, j f = f/, for 
[y it is (a, yf G i;' and finally ^^ = ĉ . Thus /^ ç i;'. 
Let / = {x, x'̂ ' + , c) I X G S} u {i} for i G 3 and for | с . Then if | x we have 
(x, x*̂ ' + , cf = (x^, (x^)"'' + ; c^), for ix we have (x, x"' + , c)^ = ^ by (4) and 
finally i^ = i, so that /^ ç {(x', x'''' ' +[ c^) | x e S'} u {t}. Let / = {x, x'̂ ^ + , c) | x G 
G S} u {4 for t G 3 and for | с . If fx then (x, x'̂ ' + , c)^ = ^ by (2). If [x then 
(x, x""' + , c)^G Ï;' and, finally, t^ = i. Thus /^ Ç i;'. The last case v^ ç i?' is quite 
trivial. The proof is complete. • 
R e m a r k 3. As a consequence of Propositions 8 - 1 1 we have (at least partly) an 
answer to the questions from Remark 2: An affine epimorphism of a non-trivial 
net Ж onto a non-trivial net УГ' is uniquely determined by the full pre-image of 
one proper point. The full preimages of improper points under an epimorphism of 
a non-trivial not Ж onto a non-trivial net JV' are situated as described in the proof 
of Proposition 11. We shall not go into details here. 
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